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till then unknown in England* He made his paper
livelier, more outspoken, than those of his rivals. They
never startled or surprised anybody; what he would say
or do next no one knew* He introduced " stunts'*
(a term derived from the German erstaunen, to astonish),
and was sent to prison for one that he invented in order
to rush the public into forcing Parliament to pass a Bill
raising the " age of consent/' It was possible then to
have little girls of thirteen " procured " as prostitutes*
Stead procured one to prove how easily it could be done ;
the resulting shock to the national conscience got the
law altered within a few days. But the law took its
revenge* Stead was sent to prison for technically
" abducting *' the child. By half the nation he was called
a martyr, by the other half angrily abused.
As an agitator he was unsurpassed. His limitations as
a journalist appeared when he started a morning daily;
it was a complete " flop/' He tried to educate and
enlighten. He had not grasped the truth revealed to
Northcliffe that the public preferred to be entertained*
The next pioneer of the New Journalism was T* P*
O'Connor* The Star, which he founded in 1888, com-
bined in the right proportions entertainment with en-
thusiasm for causes. It was political, it supported the
Radical wing of the Liberal Party (Liberals put up the
money for it).
Its profession of faith reads in these days like an echo
from another world. Its aim was to improve the lot of
the masses of the people.
" The rich, the privileged, the prosperous, need no
guardian or advocate; the poor, the weak, the beaten,
require the work and word of every humane man and
woman * . . Empire, dominion, influence in the

